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From: Corina Cernat ]
Sent: Tuesday, November 12, 2013 8:11 PM
To: smartmeters@bchydro.com; bchydroregulatorygroup@bchydro.com
Cc: XT:Reid, Charles FIN:IN; Bennett.MLA, Bill LASS:EX; Commission Secretary BCUC:EX; 

OfficeofthePremier, Office PREM:EX; Horgan.MLA, John LASS:EX; 
andrew.weaver.mla@leg.bc.ca; leader@greenparty.bc.ca; GHInfo FIN:EX; 
director@stopsmartmetersbc.ca

Subject: no smartmeter !!!
Attachments: Refusal Letter 2 for distribution Nov 4th, 2013.pdf

Dear Sirs/Madams, 
 
We are one of the families who don't one the smart meter installed, and receive continuously intimidate letters 
from BCHydro that pressure us to accept a smart meter. If we don't we'll be charged certain fees, which we find 
is just extortion on our family. Because of major health reasons which are a result of too much WI-FI we cannot 
have any other device that does work via satellite. I have written before to BC Hydro Company, but it looks 
that they don't care. I offered to email/mail or call in our readings and have sent a non-consent form about this 
installation, but the letters continue to come. I am writing again and sending again the "NOn-consent form" 
about this problem. We pay our bill monthly anyway, so I don't see where the problem is in call in with the 
consumption or emailing it. Our income is very small and are 3 people who have to live on such a small income 
(2 have disabilities), so we refuse to be extorted some more. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
CORINA CERNAT 
 

 
 

E-469
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BC HYDRO SMART METER CHOICES PROGRAM
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Date: _Nov.4th, 2013_ 
          By Facsimile or Electronic Mail:  
          Fax: 604-623-4407 
        bchydroregulatorygroup@bchydro.com 
        
 
 
British Columbia Hydro and Power Authority  
6th Floor - 333 Dunsmuir Street  
Vancouver, BC V6B 5R3 
 
Cc:  
Charles Reid, BC Energy Minister Bill Bennett, Commission Secretary, Premier Christy 
Clark, Andrew Weaver, Adam Olsen, Hon. Judith Guichon 
 
charles.reid@bchydro.com, bill.bennett.mla@leg.bc.ca, 
commission.secretary@bcuc.com, 
premier@gov.bc.ca,john.horgan.mla@leg.bc.ca, andrew.weaver.mla@leg.bc.ca, 
leader@greenparty.bc.ca, ghinfo@gov.bc.ca 
 
Attention: Janet Fraser, Chief Regulatory Officer  
 
I am the registered account holder of BC Hydro account number _ ___ 
pertaining to the service address of “the Property”: 
__  
 
At present, I do not have a Smart Meter at the Property. 
 
Non-consent 
 
By way of my previous communication to you, I have indicated that I oppose and/or do 
not consent to the installation and/or operation of a radio-frequency emitting smart 
meter (“Smart Meter”) at the Property. 
 
Please be advised that I have initialed my statement/choice to you below: 
 
__C.C__ I continue to prohibit you from passing and/or entering onto the Property for 
the purpose of installing a Smart Meter. You may continue to attend the Property for the 
purpose of reading my present analogue meter, repairing my present analogue meter or 
replacing my present analogue meter with another analogue meter as necessary. 
 
C.C_ Under duress and without prejudice, I authorize you to attend the Property for 
the purpose of replacing my present analogue meter with a radio-off meter at your own 
cost.    
 
Your ultimatum 
 
By way of your correspondence to me (“Re: Meter Choices Program”), you have 
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provided me with the ultimatum of: 
a. submitting to the installation of a Smart Meter; 
b. paying a one-time set up fee and monthly operating fee for the benefit of 

having a radio-off meter; or 
c. keeping my present analogue meter for a monthly fee (“Your 

Ultimatum”).    
               
  
 
Your coercive threat  
 
By way of your correspondence you have stated to me: 
“If you do not confirm your choice by December 1, 2013, BC Hydro will not exchange 
the meter at your home and the monthly fee for keeping an old meter will be added to 
your BC Hydro bill.” 
 
My refusal to pay an opt-out fee 
 
NO “choice” that you have provided to me in the context of Your Ultimatum is 
acceptable to me. 
I assert the right to be free from exposure to Smart Meter radio-frequency emissions at 
the Property (“My Right to Choose”).         
    
 
As a corollary of My Right to Choose, I assert that you are not entitled to impose a 
Smart Meter on me without my consent, nor are you entitled to exact any payment from 
me in exchange for your agreement to refrain from installing such a device. 
 
I have already asserted my refusal to accede to the installation and/or operation of a 
Smart Meter on the Property and I now refuse to make any payment to you in exchange 
for your agreement to refrain from installing such a device. 
 
My refusal to pay a failed installation fee 
 
You are aware of my refusal to accede to the installation of a Smart Meter on the 
Property. I do not agree to pay you any fee in relation to any failed attempt by you to 
install a Smart Meter on the Property. 
 
Recovery 
 
In the event that you unilaterally impose any fee on me in association with my refusal to 
accede to the installation and/or operation of a Smart Meter on the Property (“the Fee”), 
I will either refuse to pay the Fee or I will claim against you for the recovery of the Fee. 
 
Please be advised that, in the event that I pay the Fee in whole or in part, that payment 
will hereby be made under protest and without prejudice to: 

a. my right to claim against you for the recovery of the Fee; and 
b. the assertion of my position that you are not entitled to exact any payment 

from me in exchange for your agreement to refrain from installing a radio-
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frequency emitting Smart Meter on the Property. 
 
Further communication 
 
As I am a putative member of the class on whose behalf a claim is made against you in 
Nomi Davis v. British Columbia Hydro & Power Authority (BCSC Action No. S135590, 
Vancouver Registry), I request that you ensure that any further communication that you 
make with me regarding this matter is approved by the Supreme Court of British 
Columbia. 
 
Yours truly,  

Signature: _________________________________________________  
 
Printed name: __CORINA CERNAT_____________________________ 




